Ben Tiggelaar PhD
KEYNOTES & INCOMPANY | 2018
Best-selling author, international speaker, behavioral scientist.
Delivering insight and inspiration for leadership and change.
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“

Ben Tiggelaar deeply cares about the challenges we face in becoming better leaders, in changing our lives
and in making a real contribution. Ben’s unique talent is his ability to translate sound scientific research into
inspirational, practical advice.
Stephen R. Covey, author of ‘The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People’

KEYNOTES
Ben offers keynotes and complete ‘one-man’ seminars on leadership and change for worldwide
audiences, ranging from a few hundred to a few thousand people.
With his inspiring content, entertaining delivery and thought-provoking exercises, he has all participants
on the edge of their seats.

INCOMPANY SESSIONS
Ben gives incompany sessions on topics like personal leadership, leading change, and the human side
of innovation for diverse audiences in all kinds of locations – literally from international boardrooms to
prison canteens.
The options:
• An inspiring, interactive talk for your clients and
employees;
• The kick-off of a major change project;
• A seminar for your internal leadership program;
• A brainstorm with management around current
challenges.
Always tailor-made, practical and personal.

BEN’S CLIENTS INCLUDE:
ABN AMRO
Accenture
Airfrance-KLM
Alfa Laval
BAM
Essity
Cargill
Cisco Systems
Compassion International
Computer Associates
Cunningham Lindsey

“

Dell
Deloitte
Deutsche Telecom
EY
FrieslandCampina
Hewlett Packard
Home Instead
Honeywell
ING
John Crane
Kone

KLM
Korea Leadership Center
KPMG
KPN
Novartis
Nutricia
OCLC
Oracle
PepsiCo
Pfizer
Philips

Photonis
Port of Rotterdam
PWC
Salvation Army
SAP
Sanoma
Shell
SHV
TNT
Vacation Network Group
VolkerWessels

An excellent presentation. A lot of energy, very good English, good timing, good non-verbal
communication. The slides are super, the exercises in between are well timed. Ben has given
everyone an effective wake-up call. As far as I am concerned, one of the best presentations
I have seen in recent years.
									 Gijs de Vries, EY
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ABOUT BEN TIGGELAAR
Ben Tiggelaar (1969) is probably the best-known Dutch management teacher
today. He is a best-selling author, international speaker and behavioral scientist
who has spent the last 30 years learning everything there is to know about
leadership and change. His goal: to help people turn their dreams into actions –
in a positive and effective way.
BEST-SELLING AUTHOR

Since 2000, eight of Ben’s books have reached the number one position in
the top 100 Dutch management book charts.
Ben’s most well-known title is Dream Dare Do – a best-seller providing tools
for effective self-management. Over 450,000 copies were sold in the
Netherlands alone. Dream, Dare, Do is available in English, German,
Arabic and Dutch.
Ben also writes a weekly column on work and management for the Dutch
quality newspaper NRC Handelsblad.
SPEAKER

Ben is a visiting professor at IE Business School, one of the top-ranking business
schools in Europe, according to the Financial Times, The Economist, Forbes and
Business Week. He has also given guest lectures at, among others, Harvard
University, Nijenrode Business University, Rotterdam School of Management,
and Vlerick Leuven Gent Management School.
Ben gives a number of ‘incompany’ lectures and seminars every year, with
groups ranging in size from 100 to 3,000 people. During these seminars,
participants learn, laugh and work hard.
Ben has a Master’s degree in Communication studies from the University of
Amsterdam. He earned his PhD in Economics and Business Studies at
VU University Amsterdam, conducting field studies on behavioral change
in organizations.
Ben’s annual seminar ‘MBA in One Day’, attended by over 17,600 managers
up till now, is the most popular seminar ever in the Netherlands and has
licensees in all parts of the world.
PERSONAL

Ben is married to Ingrid. Together they have four daughters: Maria, Isabelle, Emma and Bernice. They lived in
Boston during the period 2012-2013, when Ben studied at Harvard University, where he spent time meeting inspiring American colleagues, writing, and developing new ideas.
Alongside his work, Ben is ambassador for the aid organization Compassion.
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SOME TOPICS FOR KEYNOTES AND INCOMPANY SESSIONS
SUCCESSFUL PERSONAL LEADERSHIP

LEADING CHANGE

Personal leadership is key to all significant
achievements. In connection with this, Ben has been
conducting research for many years now on how to
formulate and realize goals effectively.

Managing innovation and change is a complex
business. Nothing new here. But why is it so difficult?
And what are the practical insights that do work and
can really help you?

Some of the questions Ben can answer:
• How do you discover your personal definition of
success and happiness?
• What determines over 95% of your behavior
(without you knowing)?
• What do you need to achieve effective selfmanagement – at the office and at home?

Some of the questions Ben can answer:
• How do I help people work on important
innovations?
• Are our brains actually capable of change?
• What insights and techniques have proven to be
effective?

NEW, POSITIVE LEADERSHIP

LEADERSHIP & CHANGE: BIG IDEAS

As a manager, entrepreneur or professional, you
want to make a positive impact at work and beyond.
But how do you go about achieving that? Learn what
research teaches us about fulfilling human potential.

In his ‘one-day’ open seminars, Ben offers a crystalclear overview of the most essential ideas in
management, leadership, change, and psychology.
He will select the most important ‘Big Ideas’,
customized to your organization, to take you and
your colleagues to the next level.

Some of the questions Ben can answer:
• What is the difference between nice work, good
work and meaningful work?
• What does the world expect from companies
and organizations today?
• Which techniques enhance positive, goaldirected action?

Some of the questions Ben can answer:
• What can ‘ordinary’ organizations learn from
startups?
• How do you bridge the gap between intentions
and behavior?
• What are the best practical lessons that 70 years
of leadership research has produced?

THE CHARACTER OF THE LEADER

THE HUMAN SIDE OF INNOVATION

Since classical times, working on your character has
been seen as the way to achieve the good life. But
does this still apply in the 21st century? And what
kind of character do we expect from a leader?

Globalization, technology, disruption... Endless
challenges for your organization. But what exactly is
the core of innovation? What stops us from daring to
innovate, and how can we remove these obstacles?

Some of the questions Ben can answer:
• Why is the issue of character attracting so much
attention today?
• What ‘virtues’ do we expect from people who
lead organizations?
• Working on your personal character development, the ‘how-tos’.

Some of the questions Ben can answer:
• What human characteristics block innovation?
• What is ‘psychological safety’ and why is it
essential for creativity?
• What should managers do to inspire
breakthroughs?
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Ben interviews former U.S. President Barack Obama for an audience of 3,500 people
during the conference Forward Thinking Leadership in Amsterdam (photo: Dan Taylor).

WHAT CAN BEN DO FOR YOU?
KEYNOTE

You are organizing a large conference, a customer event, or the kick-off of an important internal change or
leadership program... And you are looking for an inspiring keynote speaker.
Ben offers participants practical eye-openers and inspires them to take action immediately.
•Number of participants: 100 people or more.
•Duration: 45 - 90 minutes.
SEMINAR

You are looking for someone who can train your colleagues or business relations. You want state-of-the-art
insights, enthusiastic interaction, smart, entertaining exercises and, ultimately, outstanding educational results.
Ben provides a motivating mix of education and inspiration.
•Number of participants: 50 people or more.
•Duration: 4 - 8 hours.
MANAGEMENT SESSION

As a management team, you want to develop innovative ideas about leadership, change or behavior in your
organization. You are looking for someone who can share their solid knowledge, who can facilitate, and help to
make that creative jump from theory to practice.
With his extensive international experience with this form of ‘stand-up consulting’, Ben can help you get straight to
the heart of an issue.
•Number of participants: 20 people or less.
•Duration: 4 - 8 hours.

“

Ben Tiggelaar doesn’t just inspire you to Dream, Dare, Do – he also teaches you
skills and techniques that can turn your good intentions into reality.”
Ken Blanchard, author of ‘The One Minute Manager’
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BOOKING BEN: HOW IT WORKS
1. Contact
Contact Erna Kempen. She is Ben’s
super-efficient Personal Assistant.
Email her at: erna.kempen@tiggelaar.nl
or call +31 (0) 6-83099764.

2.Orientation
Together with Erna, look at what you
want to achieve and what Ben can do.
If there’s a match, reserve a date on
Ben’s calendar.

3. Decision
After we have agreed on the date, time,
location, the global subject and the
price, we draw up a contract.

4. Rider
With the contract, you will receive a
‘rider’ with useful information, for
example about the technical
requirements for audio and video.

5. Briefing form
You will also receive a briefing form
containing questions that will help Ben
prepare for your meeting.

6. Briefing
You and Ben will have a telephone or
Skype conversation of about one hour.
The aim is to design a session that will
really benefit your organization and
the participants.

7. Outline
Based on your conversation, Ben will
email you a concise outline. That way,
you know what you can expect. You
can also use this outline to advertise
the session.

8. Last check
A few days before the session, Erna
will contact you to talk through the
details one more time.

9. Session
At least an hour before his session is due
to start, Ben will arrive at your location.
After he has finished his session, he will
stay to answer one-on-one questions
from participants.

“

10. Follow-up
The day after the session, you will be
sent the handout of Ben’s presentation
materials.

Ben Tiggelaar is an inspiring trainer and author in the field of human
behavior and change. You will find his books and ideas extremely
practical, very realistic and fun to read.
Marshall Goldsmith, author of ‘What Got You Here, Won’t Get You There’
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
> How can I arrange for Ben to speak at our event?
Contact Erna Kempen, Personal Assistant to Ben Tiggelaar. Please call her at: +31 (0) 6-83099764.
Or email: erna.kempen@tiggelaar.nl.
> What does it cost to hire Ben?
As a general guide for international bookings: fees for lectures in Western Europe start at 12,000
euros; fees for lectures outside Western Europe start at 18,000 euros.
• Other costs (not included in the prices quoted above) are: air fares, local transport costs, and
accommodation for two. To be arranged in agreement with Ben’s management.
• VAT and other taxes are not included. If applicable, these will be added to the fee.
> How far in advance must I contact Erna?
Please note that Ben is usually fully booked a few months in advance.
> What kind of audiences has Ben worked with?
In the past 25 years, Ben has gained experience as a speaker and teacher on all continents and in
many different cultures.
He has worked with participants from virtually every sector. From multinationals to SMEs, from education and medicine to governments, NGOs and scientific institutes.
> Where can I find more information about Ben and his ideas?
Please go to our website: www.tiggelaar.com.

“

Ben’s presentation was received extremely well. Participants from all
countries were positive. Very positive.
		

Goossen Boers, president & CEO Photonis Technologies
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